
The newly designed EC-80T is McCloskey International’s newest addition to the materials handling division. 
Designed to allow operators to stockpile/transfer material directly from mobile crushing and screening 
plants it offers the perfect solution to all your material handling needs. It offers the flexibility and mobility 
needed to ensure that the stockpiling process is as fast and efficient as possible, it eliminates the use of a 
loader and also the double handling of materials.

The unit can also be containerized for transport, with minimal setup time, substantially reducing transport 
costs.

FEATURES
�   Hydraulic folding heading section for transport 

minimizing setup time

�   Hydraulically adjustable discharge height up to 

11m

�   Hydraulically adjustable feed in height to 

compliment shredding and recycling plants

�   4m tracks for superior maneuverability & 

stability

�   Fuel efficient hydraulics system
�   User friendly hydraulic controls

�   Feed boot HARDOX™ liners

�   Heavy duty impact bed

HIGH CAPACITY STOCKPILING
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LARGE HOPPER

�   The large hopper allows operators to make 
the most efficient use of the EC-80T’s high 
volume capabilities.

TRACKED OR WHEELED MOBILITY

�   For maximum mobility, tracks allow the stacker to 
be easily moved on its own. 4 meter tracks deliver 
superior manueverability and stability.

FULL SAFETY GUARDING

�  Full-length flashing minimizes nip 
points, increasing safety.

TRANSPORT FRIENDLY

�   At only 2.34m wide, the EC-80T is easily 
transported between job sites.

ENGINE         CAT 2.2 50KW (67HP) STAGE V / TIER 4 FINAL*  

TRANSPORT HEIGHT      3.56M (11’ 8”)

TRANSPORT LENGTH     16.33M (53’ 7”)

TRANSPORT WIDTH          3.35M (11’)

STOCKPILE HEIGHT   9.3M (30’ 5”)

OVERHANG STOCKPILE  5.44M

WORKING MAX LENGTH  23.5M (77’ 3”)

WORKING MAX HEIGHT    10.8M (37’ 6”)

MAX PRODUCTION RATE  450 TPH

DIMENSIONS AND CAPACITIES

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

�   Hydraulically adjustable discharge and 
feed in height complements crushing 
and screening plants.

OPTIONAL RADIO REMOTE

�   Provides remote maneuverability and enhances safety for 
moving freely to the best location.

* Engine specifications vary. Check with your dealer.


